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Along with its cinematic views of the Amalfi Coast, this famed Italian palazzo already  
had plenty of pizzazz before a recent update introduced a playful modernity, with  
hidden niches, fanciful materials and surprising embellishments awaiting discovery.

PALACE EVOLUTION
A R C H  E X P R E S S I O N S

Overlooking the Tyrrhenian Sea, 
Palazzo Avino has ornate rooms  

with sweeping arches and inviting 
fittings. Opposite: An exterior  

view of the “Pink Palace”.
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A
ffectionately known as the Pink Palace, Palazzo Avino on 
Italy’s Amalfi Coast radiates fairytale whimsy. The blush-
coloured hotel, perched high above the Tyrrhenian Sea in 
clifftop Ravello, blends Moorish, Mediterranean and, as 
evidenced by its theatrically pointed arches, Gothic styles.  
If anyone sought to make a live-action version of Rapunzel,  
it could easily be filmed here. Originally a 12th-century 
residence for an aristocratic family, the building has 
undergone numerous updates over the years. Most recently 
Milan-based architect Cristina Celestino masterminded  

a fashionable makeover steeped in exquisite colours, bespoke furnishings and 
romantic flourishes. 

“The hotel is like a pink mirage set amid terraces of olive and citrus trees,”  
says Celestino, who refreshed seven of the hotel’s most bewitching rooms.  
The eyrie, converted into a luxury hotel in 1997 by 
Giuseppe Avino, has 43 accommodations in total. 

Overlaying the storied structure with a modern 
ethos was both challenging and inspiring for 

this canny Italian designer. She began by researching 
the intricate history of the building, studying the 
famously manicured gardens of Ravello and immersing 
herself in the coastal milieu. 

“The light, the colours, the choice of materials  
all evoke this magical atmosphere,” she says. With 
matte white walls as her canvas, Celestino prescribed 
three “chromatic moods” – aquamarine, coral and 
sand – as well as iridescent surfaces and custom 
fittings. The results are impossibly dreamy and 
incredibly inviting.

Instead of playing down its sweeping interiors, 
she exaggerated them. Arches are traced in paint, 
wall niches are tinted with colour, and cross-vaulted 
ceilings enhanced by the meticulous placement of 
lighting and furniture. The beds are enclosed in 
curved capsules that recall giant shells, and their 
headboards are wrapped in lustrous fabrics. Aside 
from a smattering of 18th- and 19th-century antiques, 
all the furniture has been customised by the designer, 
including dining chairs with ribbon-like metal bows. 
Celestino turned to nature when devising the 
geometric tile floors and the rugs emblazoned with 
oversized floral motifs. Pearl-like bedside lamps hint 
at the sea. In the bathrooms, rainbow onyx catches 
the eye, as do wooden arches framing the vanities in 
shades that match the suite.

“The arched mirrors are one of my favourite 
elements,” Celestino told me. “Having a strong 
design context is always helpful.” That can-do 
attitude explains why the creative director is so 
popular among leading fashion and design houses in 
Europe, including Fendi, Sergio Rossi, Gebrüder 
Thonet Vienna, Fornace Brioni, and Luisa Via Roma. 
Celestino’s maximalist signature marries organic 
shapes, exuberant textures and Milanese brio. She 
has hatched candy-hued tile collections, sumptuous 
retail stores and a bubbly cocktail bar in Venice that 
resembles the interior of a jewel box. Attico Design, 
her own brand, teems with feminine twists: pleated 
velvet chairs inspired by make-up vessels, cabinets 
trimmed in ornamental fringes, and corset-like metal 
screens with leather details. 

In early 2019, Celestino revealed her design of Palazzo Avino’s new-look 
boutique. She knocked the brief out of the park with kaleidoscopic marble floors, 
walls studded with ceramic pink shells, and a counter traced in leather skirting. 
The fitting room, meanwhile, is upholstered in vivid carpet. Soon enough she was 
invited back by Mariella Avino, the hotel’s managing director, to wave her wand 
over some of its rooms, too. “We established a good chemistry,” Celestino says of 
the client, who granted her carte blanche. She looks forward to the day when the 
hotel can welcome guests once more. “Far from the chaotic towns of the coast, 
Ravello is a discreet destination suspended in time and space,” she adds. And her 
Avino update is an exquisite portal to this rarefied world.  

ITALY

I N  T H E  P I N K 
A rethink enhanced the hotel’s 

internal architecture with vivacious 
colour and sumptuous textures. 
Opposite: Milan-based architect 
Cristina Celestino in one of her 

smartly redecorated suites.
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B L U E  N OT E S 
Some of the new suites 

riff on the coastal shades 
and clifftop views of the  

azure Amalfi.
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